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Roughness and light scattering of
ion-beam-sputtered fluoride coatings for 193 nm

Josep Ferré-Borrull, Angela Duparré, and Etienne Quesnel

Scattering characteristics of multilayer fluoride coatings for 193 nm deposited by ion beam sputtering and
the related interfacial roughnesses are investigated. Quarter- and half-wave stacks of MgF2 and LaF3

with increasing thickness are deposited onto CaF2 and fused silica and are systematically characterized.
Roughness measurements carried out by atomic force microscopy reveal the evolution of the power
spectral densities of the interfaces with coating thickness. Backward-scattering measurements are
presented, and the results are compared with theoretical predictions that use different models for the
statistical correlation of interfacial roughnesses. © 2000 Optical Society of America

OCIS codes: 310.6860, 290.5820, 180.5810, 140.7240.
1. Introduction

The development of high-quality optical components
for applications in the deep-UV–vacuum-UV ~DUV–

UV! spectral region has gained considerable inter-
st as a result of the tremendously increasing
echnological demands of semiconductor and laser
aterial processing industries.1–3 The achievement

f optimized coatings for these components consti-
utes one of the major challenges, as problems arise
hat are minor at larger wavelengths.4,5 Absorption

and scattering losses of the layers are critical obsta-
cles that compromise coating performance. Key is-
sues for minimizing these losses consist of a careful
selection of the most appropriate coating materials
and fine tuning of the deposition processes.

With regard to selection of materials, fluorides are
the best candidates for DUV–VUV wavelengths, be-
cause they exhibit an electronic bandgap larger than
that of oxide materials commonly used for visible and
IR applications. However, using fluorides is accom-
panied by several drawbacks related to the deposition
process: Conventional processes such as boat or
electron beam require substrate heating for improv-
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ing adhesion and producing denser films. As a re-
sult of the higher thermal expansion coefficient of the
fluorides with respect to the substrates, high tensile
stress is introduced in the coatings, limiting the total
thickness that can be deposited. Furthermore,
stress negatively influences the overall quality of the
components. In contrast, the ion-beam-sputtering
~IBS! technique does not require substrate heating
and, moreover, the high energy of the sputtered at-
oms leads to the deposition of coatings with higher
density and compressive stress.5 It has also been
shown that the coatings produced with these tech-
niques are highly homogeneous, whereas the optical
constants are close to the bulk values.2,6 The major
problem encountered with ion-beam-sputtered UV
coatings is the difficulty of compensating for fluorine
deficiencies in the films, which gives rise to optical
losses. The feasibility of such coatings with low ab-
sorption and a high laser-induced damage threshold
has been demonstrated in previous papers.5,7 Nev-
ertheless, a systematic study of scattering losses at
193 nm and their relation to the film microstructure
has not yet been carried out to our knowledge.

The study of scattering losses is closely linked to
the characterization of the microstructure of the
substrates and coatings. More precisely, the mi-
croroughness of the interfaces has proved to be the
main source of scattering losses.8 Consequently,
our aim in this paper is to report on investigations
of the scattering from ion-beam-sputtered fluoride
coatings and its relation to microroughness. The
systematic approach used in Ref. 9 for studying
coatings for use at 325 nm will be followed. The
procedure begins with the definition of a set of sam-
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Table 1. Designs of the Samples Studied
ples designed specifically to allow for the study of
the dependence of the roughness and the scattering
on film thickness or number of layers. Then com-
plete characterization of the microroughness of the
samples by atomic force microscopy ~AFM! and the

easurement of the total scattering ~TS! at the
esign wavelength are performed. Finally, the ex-
erimental results are analyzed with the help of
odeling, which allows for the calculation of

oughness-induced elastic scattering using the re-
ults of the interfacial roughness characterization
s input data. It is important to note that all the
S values presented in this paper ~measurements
nd calculations! correspond to backward scatter-
ng. Thus this research is focused on the investi-
ation of scattering at 193 nm while combining the
esults of different characterization tools. Use of
he theory allows us to understand the sources of
cattering and can help to establish criteria for op-
imization of the coatings. For complete knowl-
dge of the losses of ion-beam-sputtered fluoride
oatings, further investigations into absorption
hould be performed.
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 the

escription of the studied samples and the reasons for
election of the substrates and specific film designs
re given. Section 3 presents the details of coating
eposition and the results obtained by conventional
ptical characterization. Section 4 provides an over-
iew of the theoretical concepts related to roughness
haracterization and to the modeling of roughness-
nduced scattering. In Section 5 the results of the
haracterization by AFM and of data processing are
resented. In Section 6 the results of the TS mea-
urements are discussed and compared with the the-
retical predictions. Finally, conclusions are drawn
n Section 7.

2. Description of Samples

We investigated samples of two sets of coatings,
each with increasing number of layers. CaF2 ~CF!

nd fused silica ~FS! were used as substrates. The
esigns consist of alternating layers of MgF2 as

low-index ~L! and LaF3 as high-index ~H! materials.
everal of the designs were composed of quarter-
ave ~QW! layers, whereas others were stacks of
alf-wave ~HW! layers, each with the design wave-

Optical
Thickness

~QW!

FS Substrate

QW Designs HW D

1 S–L
2 S–L–H S–
3 S–L–H–L
4
6 S–~L–H!3 S–2L–
7 S–~L–H!3–L

10 S–~L–H!5 S–2L–2H–
20 S–~L–H!10
ength 193 nm. Table 1 summarizes all samples.
he optical thicknesses are given in units of QW’s.
he designs were chosen with the intention to study
he relation of the microroughness and scattering
haracteristics to thickness or number of layers.
W layer designs were chosen so that their overall

hicknesses were the same as those of one of the QW
ayer designs to compare the microstructural differ-
nces between the two kinds of layers.

3. Deposition and Optical Characterization of the
Coatings

The films were deposited by sputtering from pure
hot-pressed targets with rf ion sources. The load-
locked IBS deposition unit is equipped with two
cryopumps leading to a base pressure of 4 3 1028

mbar. The substrates were not intentionally heated
so that their temperature remained lower than 60 °C
during deposition. The major challenge when de-
positing sputtered fluoride coatings is to successfully
compensate the fluorine deficiency generally ob-
served in the films. That is why such process re-
quires use of reactive deposition conditions by means
of introducing supplementary fluorine species during
deposition. Initially and for near-UV applications7

the reactive gas used was CF4. For the present pur-
pose, diluted fluorine was preferred for limiting the
carbon contamination of the films, which can induce
undesirable absorption at 193 nm.

As mentioned above, different deposition runs were

Fig. 1. Reflection spectra for different stacks ~first set on FS
substrates!.

CF Substrate

s QW Designs HW Designs

S–L, S–H
S–L–H S–2L

S–L–H–L
S–2L–2H

L S–2L–2H–2L

H–2L
S–~L–H!10 S–~2L–2H!5
esign

2L

2H–2

2L–2
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performed corresponding to various QW and HW
stacks, with a reference wavelength of 193 nm. The
first batch used FS substrates and the second one CF
substrates, which were coated in different deposition
runs but with the same process parameters. Because
of the high stability of the IBS process, no in situ
quartz or optical monitoring was required. The thick-
ness of each single layer in the stack was controlled
only by monitoring of the deposition time. The stack
sequence was automatically controlled by sophisti-
cated monitoring software. For the coatings on silica
substrates the deposition times were deduced from cal-
ibration experiments in which an accurate determina-
tion of the thicknesses was obtained from grazing x-ray
characterization. In addition, the physical thick-
nesses of L and H QW layers were deduced from opti-
cal design calculations. These optical simulations
were performed by use of the real dispersion curves of
refractive index n and extinction coefficient k prelimi-
narily measured on 200-nm-thick IBS MgF2 and LaF3
single layers. This procedure proved efficient, since
the perfect centering of the mirror required only a
slight correction of the deposition times between the
first and the second set of samples.

Prior to the AFM and the TS analyses the samples
were characterized by spectrophotometry from 190 to
800 nm with a Lambda 9 Perkin Elmer spectropho-
tometer. In fact, two different measurements were
made: an initial characterization at wavelengths
higher than 200 nm with an integrating sphere for
detection that warrants for the reflection a constant
measurement error lower than 0.25% and a second
measurement between 190 and 250 nm, without an
integrating sphere, for maintaining sufficiently high
DUV measurement signal. In that case and after ad-
justment of this second curve to the former one, the
measurement of absolute error on R, in the DUV re-
gion, can be estimated at ;1%.

Figure 1 illustrates the evolution of the reflective
spectral response for different L–H pairs. We note
that a slight shift of the centering wavelength ~198

m instead of 193 nm! easily corrected for the CF set.

Table 2. Overview of the Stacks Investigated and Their Reflectance ~in
percent! at 193 nm

Stack
On Silica

Substrates
On CF

Substrates

S–L 5 6.2
S–H 12.5
S–L–H 16.8 15.6
S–L–H–L3 4.6 3.6
S–~L–H!3 38.4
S–~L–H!3–L 16.1
S–~L–H!5 57
S–~L–H!10 70 84.9
S–2L 9
S–2H 7.5
S–2L–2H 7.5
S–2L–2H–2L 8 7.7
S–2L–2H–2L–2H–2L 8
S–~2L–2H!5 9.2
856 APPLIED OPTICS y Vol. 39, No. 31 y 1 November 2000
s a result the CFy~L–H! design exhibits a better
reflection level than the same design on FS ~see Table
2!. The thicknesses of the QW layers are 33.8 and 28
nm for MgF2 and LaF3, respectively. The thickness
correction between the two sets of samples corre-
sponds to 20.9 and 20.7 nm per layer for MgF2 and

aF3, respectively. This means that, in terms of mi-
crostructure, two samples with the same stack design
but different substrates can be reasonably compared.

4. Review of Concepts Involving Microroughness
Characterization and Theoretical Modeling of Scattering

A. Power Spectral Density Functions and
Root-Mean-Square Roughness

Interfacial and surface roughnesses are the main
sources of elastic light scattering in thin-film coat-
ings. Consequently, to investigate the origins of
scattering in coatings, a complete roughness charac-
terization should be performed. In this section we
briefly review the basic theoretical concepts that will
be used in the paper with regard to the representa-
tion of the roughness properties of a surface.

The microtopography of the samples was measured
with an AFM ~Digital Instruments, Dimension Model
3000! at different scan sizes and at different positions
on each sample. For each measurement the two-
dimensional isotropic power spectral density function
@PSD~ f !, with f the spatial frequency# was calculat-
d.10 This form of the PSD function will be used

throughout this study to characterize surface rough-
ness. To combine the results of the different mea-
surements on a given sample, scan sizes were chosen
such that the ranges of spatial frequencies of the
corresponding PSD functions partially overlap.
With this strategy the PSD for different scan sizes
can be combined into a single PSD characterizing the
surface in the whole range of available spatial fre-
quencies. The value of this combined PSD at a given
spatial frequency is the geometrical average of the
values of the functions overlapping at that frequency.

Another quantity widely used for roughness char-
acterization is the rms roughness ~srms!. This quan-
tity is useful for direct comparison between two
surfaces. It has to be taken into account, however,
that the rms roughness of a surface depends on the
considered range of spatial frequencies,11

srms
2 5 2p *

fmin

fmax

PSD~ f ! fdf, (1)

where fmin and fmax are the limits of the range of
frequencies considered. Consequently, to be able to
compare the rms-roughness values of two surfaces,
their values must have been obtained by integration
within the same range of spatial frequencies.

Since in this paper we wish to obtain the measure-
ment and the modeling of elastic light scattering at
193 nm, the considered range of spatial frequencies is
such that the resulting roughness is related to the TS
at this wavelength. Light scattered by an isotropic
rough surface in a direction given by the polar angle
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u is proportional to the value of the PSD at spatial
requency f. This frequency is related to the angle u
hrough the grating equation,

f 5 sin~u!yl, (2)

where l is the wavelength. As a result of the geom-
etry of the experimental setup for TS measurement,
light scattered into polar angles from 2 to 85 deg is
detected. These angular limits define the upper and
the lower spatial-frequency limits for the integration
of the PSD to yield a rms roughness. The corre-
sponding values for 193 nm are fmin 5 0.181 mm21

and fmax 5 5.162 mm21. The obtained value will be
called effective rms roughness ~srms, eff!. Effective
means that it is the average roughness responsible
for scattering at 193 nm. These spatial-frequency
limits were chosen to have a figure that allows for
mutual comparison of the roughness values of differ-
ent samples and that is related to their TS. It
should be emphasized, however, that there are fac-
tors other than the effective rms roughness influenc-
ing the TS values. Consequently, the relation
between srms, eff and TS is not direct.

B. Modeling of Roughness-Induced Scattering in
Multilayers

For our calculation of roughness-induced scattering
we used the first-order approximation of Bousquet et
al.12 The fraction of scattered energy in a given di-
ection per unit of solid angle is the result of the
ummation

dP
P0dV

5 (
i50

p

(
j50

p

CiCj*gij~u!, (3)

where the indexes i and j count all the interfaces in
he coating, p is the number of layers, 0 is the index
f the substrate-coating interface, and the asterisk
esignates complex conjugation. Ci denounce the

optical factors that depend on the optical properties of
a corresponding ideally smooth coating and on the
illumination and observation conditions.8 k and k0
represent the incident and the scattered wave vec-
tors, respectively, with k 5 ~2pyl!sin~u!, k0 5 k 5
~2pyl!sin~u0!, with u being the polar angle of scatter-
ing and u0 the angle of incidence.

The functions gij represent the roughness statistics
of the interfaces in the coating. They are functions
of the scattering angle, which is directly related to the
spatial frequency through grating equation ~2!.

hen i 5 j, gij corresponds to the PSD of the ith
interface. In general, the microroughnesses of bur-
ied interfaces ~that is, interfaces not accessible by the
AFM probe! are not directly measurable, and we
must make some assumptions to learn them. Thus,
for instance, to determine the PSD of the H–L inter-
face of the sample S–L–H–L, where S is substrate, we
assumed that it is the same as the PSD of interface
H–air of sample S–L–H, which is indeed directly
measurable. It was also assumed that the deposi-
tion of further layers on this H–air interface does not
modify its statistics. Despite the adoption of these
assumptions, there are still buried interfaces where
this kind of correspondence cannot be established.
For instance, the second H–L interface in the design
S–~L–H!3 ~the interface in boldface in S–L–H–L–H–
L–H! has no corresponding sample S–L–H–L–H
whose PSD can be directly measured and related to
the desired buried interface. For such interfaces the
PSD was calculated by means of interpolating the
PSD functions of those interfaces that can indeed be
measured directly.

For the cases i Þ j the function gij represents the
statistical cross correlation of the roughness of the
interfaces i and j. As in the case of the buried in-
terfaces, these cross-correlation functions cannot be
directly inferred from AFM measurements. Thus
models have to be established that relate the behav-
ior of the gij with that of the PSD functions of each
individual interface. The most widely used models
for cross-correlation functions gij are totally corre-
lated interfaces and totally uncorrelated interfaces.13

The first one corresponds to the case in which the
roughness profile of the substrate is reproduced by all
deposited layers. With this model, the same PSD
function holds for all interfaces, and all the cross-
correlation functions also equal this PSD. The to-
tally uncorrelated interface model is the opposite
case: The roughness of an interface is statistically
independent of the roughness of any other. With
this assumption, the cross-correlation functions gij
~i Þ j! vanish, and the PSD of each interface is inde-

endent of the others.
These models, however, are based on restrictive

ssumptions and do not generally apply to real coat-
ngs. A more realistic model is that of partially cor-
elated interfaces,14–16 in which the deposition of

each new layer generates a roughness profile hi~x, y!
that reproduces the underlying profile hi21~x, y! and
adds an uncorrelated component ji~x, y!:

hi~x, y! 5 hi21~x, y! 1 ji~x, y!. (4)

This leads to a relation between the PSD functions of
each interface and the cross-correlation functions gij
of the form

gij 5 gii, where i 5 minimum~i, j!. (5)

Although the partially correlated interface model is
the most likely model to match the actual character-
istics of our coatings, results for the other two models
will also be obtained and compared with the scatter-
ing measurements, since this comparison is a way of
verifying the hypothesis used in the calculations.

For calculating TS, expression ~3! has to be inte-
grated over the desired scattering hemisphere ~back-
ward or forward scattering!. Since the incident
beam is unpolarized and all polarization directions of
the scattered light are detected, this expression has
to be evaluated for all four possible combinations of
the polarization of incident beam and detected light.
Then the results are added to yield the total scattered
1 November 2000 y Vol. 39, No. 31 y APPLIED OPTICS 5857
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Table 3. Roughness Values of the Substrates Used in the Experiments

5

flux in a given direction. Finally, the value of the TS
is the result of the integral

TS 5 *
umin

umax

*
0

2p dP
P0dV

, (6)

here umin and umax correspond to the range of angles
n which the scattered light is collected.

5. Roughness Characterization

Prior to the roughness characterization of the IBS
fluoride coatings it is important to determine the
roughness of the substrates used in the experiments.
First, substrate roughness constitutes a component of
the overall roughness of the coating, and, second, it
may also influence film growth. Figure 2 displays
the PSD functions of the substrates. The vertical
lines in the graphs are placed at the frequency limits
defined by scattering angles 2 and 85 deg at 193 nm.
Both substrates reveal similar characteristics, with
the CF surfaces being slightly rougher. The results
also reveal that the PSD functions of both types of
substrates approximately build a straight line, which
is in agreement with expected statistics for polished
surfaces.17 Table 3 contains the rms roughnesses
obtained from AFM measurements at different scales
and the resulting srms, eff calculated by application of
expression ~1! to the PSD functions.

The structural properties of the coatings are qual-
itatively evaluated through observation of top-view
images of AFM measurements. A selection of these
measurements is presented in the following figures.
Figure 3 corresponds to the sample with a MgF2 QW
single layer on FS. The image taken at a smaller
scan size reveals granular structures that correspond
to the tops of the characteristic columnar structures
of fluoride coatings. Their lateral size was esti-
mated between 6 and 7 nm for both the MgF2 and the
LaF3 coatings. The measurement for the HW layer

Fig. 2. PSD functions of the substrates used in the experiments.
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of MgF2 onto FS shows that both the roughness and
the lateral size of the structures increase compared
with the QW layer coating. This increment in the
size of the lateral structures can be explained be-
cause, throughout the layer thickness, the columns
are not strictly rectangular and can be more or less
conical.18

A remarkable effect observed in the multilayer
coatings is that several samples exhibited a tendency
of the columnar structures to aggregate and form
superstructures with a diameter of ;300 nm. This
tendency was observed especially with samples in
which a low-index layer was deposited onto an al-
ready existing high-index layer but also for the 2H
and the 2L–2H coatings onto CF. Figure 4 contains
an example of this effect corresponding to the sample
with design L–H–L deposited onto CF. A previous
study18 showed that the IBS MgF2 coatings exhibit a
regular growth that cannot explain the formation of
such aggregations. Nevertheless, in a current study
~to be published! on IBS LaF3 films, TEM cross sec-
tions indicate the presence of large grains in the
films. We believe the growth of the LaF3 films to be
at the origin of these aggregations.

Figure 5 allows us to compare the growths of the
QW and the HW layers. It shows the AFM top-view
image for the coating S–2L–2H–2L on FS. Note that
the height scale in these images is higher than in Fig.
4, since the aggregates are slightly higher compared
with the QW design. The size of the granular struc-
tures is larger than in the QW layer coating, as also
observed for the single-layer case.

Table 4 summarizes the rms roughnesses ob-
tained from the measurements at different scan sizes
along with the resulting effective rms roughnesses
~srms, eff!. As expected, the measurements show a
gradual increase in roughness with increasing num-

Fig. 3. AFM top view image of a QW MgF2 single layer deposited
n FS.

Substrate

Rms Roughness from AFM Measurements
~nm!

1 mm 3 1 mm
Scan

10 mm 3 10 mm
Scan srms, eff

FS 0.12 0.12 0.09
CF 0.17 0.24 0.14
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ber of layers ~or equivalently, with increasing overall
thickness of the coating!. A dramatic increase of the
effective roughness can be observed for the samples
containing the aggregations discussed above. Com-
parison of these values with the roughnesses of
coatings produced by conventional evaporation tech-
niques proves that the IBS technique results in flu-
oride coatings with much smaller roughness.4 This
result can be expected on the basis of the mechanical
and structural properties exhibited by IBS fluoride
coatings ~high packing density, low inhomogeneity,
compressive stress!.2,5

The PSD functions sustain these observations and

Fig. 4. AFM top view image of L–H–L design deposited on CF.

Fig. 5. AFM top view image of a 2L–2H–2L coating deposited on
FS.

Table 4. Roughness Val

Design

Rms Rou

FS Substrate

1 mm 3 1 mm 10 mm 3 10 mm

S–L 0.43 0.23
S–H
S–L–H 0.48 0.31
S–L–H–L 0.84 0.74
S–~L–H!3 1.10 0.98
S–~L–H!3–L 1.21 1.27
S–~L–H!5 1.36 1.20
S–~L–H!10 1.90 1.82
S–2L 0.66 0.46
S–2H
S–2L–2H
S–2L–2H–2L 1.34 1.59
S–2L–2H–2L–2H–2L 1.57 1.46
S–~2L–2H!5
complement the information on the microstructure of
the IBS coatings. Figure 6 displays a selection of
PSD functions for QW stacks. Graph ~a! corre-
sponds to the samples with FS substrate, and ~b!
contains the data for the same designs deposited on
CaF2. The PSD functions of the substrates are in-
cluded as reference. Comparison of the two graphs
reveals that the PSD of a given design is similar for
both substrates. This indicates that the film growth
is not influenced by the type of substrate. It is in-
teresting to note that the deposition of the high-index
layer of the system S–L–H adds a small roughness
component to the sample. In contrast, the deposi-
tion of the next L layer on this H layer induces the
formation of aggregations that are clearly obvious as
a local maximum near the 3-mm21 spatial frequency.

This spatial frequency is included in the range of
spatial frequencies inducing TS at 193 nm. Conse-
quently, this local maximum is responsible for the
remarkable increase in srms, eff observed for these
samples. Furthermore, the height of the maximum
does not vary noticeably with increasing number of
layers, meaning that the aggregates do not increase
in height. Since the intrinsic roughness of the coat-
ing does increase with the number of layers, for sam-
ples with large numbers of layers, the contribution of
the aggregates to the overall roughness is small com-
pared with the contribution from the intrinsic rough-
ness of the coating. This is shown, for example, in
the AFM image of Fig. 7, displaying sample ~L–H!10

on FS. The aggregations are still visible in the pic-
ture but with a small contrast. The corresponding
maximum, however, is not obvious from the PSD
curve.

For the sake of completeness the PSD functions of
a representative selection of the HW coatings are
presented in Fig. 8. The development of the rough-
ness is similar to the QW designs with the single
exception that the coating 2L–2H on CF exhibits ag-
gregations.

f the Produced Coatings

ss from AFM Measurements ~nm!

CF Substrate

srms, eff 1 mm 3 1 mm 10 mm 3 10 mm srms, eff

0.11 0.44 0.32 0.12
0.47 0.41 0.19

0.12 0.48 0.37 0.14
0.47 0.89 0.97 0.56
0.53
0.57
0.52
0.76 1.63 1.77 0.68
0.14

0.58 0.58 0.51
0.85 0.71 0.36

1.20 1.06 0.89 0.31
0.96

1.91 1.82 0.61
ghne
1 November 2000 y Vol. 39, No. 31 y APPLIED OPTICS 5859
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The PSD functions presented in this section have
been used as input data for calculating the expected
scattering. Another input needed for the scattering
modeling is the model of correlation between the
roughness statistics of the interfaces. This informa-
tion can be obtained from the graphs of Figs. 6 and 8:
the PSD’s of the single-layer coatings reproduce the
PSD of the substrate in the low- and the high-spatial-
frequency ranges and exhibit a component associated
with the intrinsic roughness of the layers in the
central-spatial-frequency region. As more layers

Fig. 6. Selected PSD functions for the samples with QW designs.

Fig. 7. AFM top view image of the ~L–H!10 sample deposited on
FS.
860 APPLIED OPTICS y Vol. 39, No. 31 y 1 November 2000
are deposited, this intrinsic roughness increases until
the influence of the substrate is lost within the whole
range of spatial frequencies. This observation sug-
gests that the roughnesses of the interfaces follow a
partially correlated ~additive! model.

6. Measurement and Modeling of Total Scattering

For all samples discussed in Sections 1–5 TS was
measured at 193 nm and was compared with results
obtained from model calculations accomplished with
the roughness data obtained by AFM and application
of different models for the cross correlation of the
interfacial roughness statistics.

The TS measurements were performed with a
setup developed at the Fraunhofer Institute, which is
capable of measuring backward and forward scatter
at several wavelengths ranging from the UV to the IR
spectral region ~see Fig. 9!.19,20 The setup follows
the instructions given in the European standard
ISOyDIS 13696.21 This standard draft has been
successfully tested for visible wavelengths through a
recent international round-robin experiment per-
formed at 633 nm.22 For wavelengths below 200
nm, however, future intensive studies into the spe-
cific requirements, problems, and effects occurring in

Fig. 8. Selected PSD functions for samples with HW designs.



the DUV–VUV spectral region, will reveal how and to
what extent the ISOyDIS standard21 has to be mod-
ified. The setup is operated down to 193 nm in air
with a deuterium lamp. An excimer laser can be
used alternatively. For measurements at 157 nm
we developed a special setup with the same basic
components but placed in a steel chamber allowing
for operation in both vacuum and nitrogen atmo-
spheres. Excimer laser radiation or a deuterium
lamp is used as a light source.23

For the measurements described in this paper the
wavelength of 193 nm was filtered out from the ra-
diation of the deuterium lamp by means of a set of
dielectric mirrors. The beam was modulated by a
chopper and then spatially filtered and collimated to
optimize beam quality. The light was directed onto
the sample at nearly normal incidence and the spec-
ular reflected beam guided back through the aperture
of the Coblentz sphere. The Coblentz sphere imaged
the backward-scattered light in the range of polar
angles between 2 and 85 deg onto the detector sys-
tem. A positioning device allowed for automatic
scanning of the sample, thus providing one- or two-
dimensional scatter diagrams. The measurements
in this study were performed along two perpendicular
lines, and the obtained data were condensed into a
single value with the data-reduction procedure in-
cluded in standard ISOyDIS 13696.21

The calibration of the setup was accomplished by
means of registering the signal produced by a stan-
dard Lambertian diffuser. The background level of
the system ~signal measured without sample! was
between 2 3 1025 and 5 3 1025. However, the min-
imum measurable value of the setup was limited by
the quality of the incident beam. The reason for this
is that, to optimize the light flux on the sample, the
incident beam is not completely parallel but slightly
divergent, and, as a consequence, a small part of the
reflected beam can be coupled into the Coblentz
sphere and accounted for as scattered light. When
we measure transparent samples, as is the case in the

Fig. 9. Diagram of setup for TS measurement. For the measure-
ments in this study backscatter configuration was used. A simi-
lar setup for measurements at 157 nm is placed in a vacuum
chamber and uses excimer laser or deuterium lamp radiation. 2D,
two dimensional.
present study, the beam is reflected at the front and
the back surfaces of the sample, and thus the mini-
mum measurable TS, will depend on the reflectances
of both surfaces.

To estimate the fraction of reflected beam energy
coupled into the sphere, the signal produced by a
superpolished silicon wafer was measured and was
translated into an equivalent value of scattering by
means of the calibration signal.24 Since the ex-
pected scattering is two orders of magnitude smaller
than the measured scattering ~SSi!, it has to be con-
cluded that this measured value corresponds to the
fraction of the reflected beam that remains inside the
sphere. Using SSi allows us to estimate the amount
of reflected beam light recorded as scattering,

SBeam 5
SSi

RSi
FR1 1 R2

~1 2 R1!
2

1 2 R1 R2
G , (7)

where R1 and R2 are the reflectances for the front and
the back surfaces of the sample, respectively. RSi is
the reflectance of silicon. In the derivation of this
last expression, multiple reflections in the substrate
were taken into consideration. SBeam will be re-
ferred to as the sensitivity of the setup, since it is the
most limiting factor. It should be emphasized, how-
ever, that this value does not strictly represent the
sensitivity but the minimum measurable scattering.

The modeling of scattering provides information
about which samples can actually be measured with
the setup. Thus Table 5 shows the sensitivities for
all samples with QW stacks obtained from the cali-
bration data. Together with these values we
present the expected TS calculated from the optical
and the roughness characterizations. TS was mod-
eled for a different correlation hypothesis: the par-
tially correlated interface model, the uncorrelated
model, and finally a modification of the fully corre-
lated interface model that will be called top-down
correlated interfaces. In the latter model the PSD of
the coating–air interface was used for all interfaces
and their cross correlations. Neither of the two
lastly considered models is likely to match entirely
the real correlation properties of the interfaces in the
coating. Nevertheless, they are reasonable because
their results represent the extreme values of scatter-
ing that can be expected from a sample. This table
reveals that TS measurements on the samples with a
larger number of layer pairs are likely to be less
sensitive to errors.

The measured TS of all samples examined in this
study are summarized in Table 6. The scattering of
the bare substrate was also measured and included in
the table for reference. Obviously, TS is systemati-
cally higher for coatings on FS as compared with
coatings on CF. This holds even for those samples
with a small number of layers, for which the effective
roughness of the coatings on CF is higher than for
coatings on FS. This effect is particularly noticeable
in the case of bare substrates for which the TS is
different, whereas the substrates have similar rms
roughnesses and refractive indices. Furthermore,
1 November 2000 y Vol. 39, No. 31 y APPLIED OPTICS 5861
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Table 5. Minimum Measurable Values of TS ~Sensitivity! for the Samples with QW Designs

5

the TS of the coatings on FS was found to be between
two and five times higher than the sensitivity of the
setup, whereas for the coated CF it is of the same
order of magnitude. All this leads to the conclusion
that the FS substrates used in the experiments ad-
ditionally contribute to scattering at 193 nm. This
additional contribution could even be the result of
inelastic scattering such as fluorescence induced in
the bulk of the FS.

When we compare the values in Table 6 with the
scattering levels of samples with the same design and
deposited onto substrates with similar characteris-
tics but with conventional evaporation techniques,4
two different tendencies are observed depending on
the number of layers. For the coatings with designs
S–L, S–H, S–L–H, and S–L–H–L, the scattering of
the IBS samples is smaller than that of samples pro-
duced by evaporation. For larger number of layers
~designs S–~L–H!5 and S–~L–H!10# the values ob-
ained by all deposition techniques are similar with a
endency of IBS coatings yielding lower scatter val-
es.
Figure 10 shows the measured TS together with

he results of calculation that use the theoretical

Sample Sensitivity
Calculated

Partially Cor

FS–L 2.75 3 1025 3.65 3 10
FS–L–H 7.62 3 1025 8.43 3 10
FS–L–H–L 2.09 3 1025 6.74 3 10
FS–~L–H!3 1.82 3 1024 1.84 3 10
FS–~L–H!3–L 8.20 3 1025 9.18 3 10
FS–~L–H!5 2.88 3 1024 5.32 3 10
FS–~L–H!10 4.04 3 1024 1.37 3 10
CF–L 4.77 3 1025 8.66 3 10
CF–H 2.79 3 1025 6.78 3 10
CF–L–H 7.88 3 1025 1.26 3 10
CF–L–H–L 1.94 3 1025 9.36 3 10
CF–~L–H!10 4.43 3 1024 1.37 3 10

Note: comparison of these values with the expected TS calculat
actually be measured.

Table 6. Measured Values of Total Scattering at 193 nm

Design FS Substrate CF Substrate

S 4.59 3 1024 1.06 3 1024

S–L 6.80 3 1024 2.52 3 1024

S–H 4.67 3 1024

S–L–H 5.57 3 1024 2.13 3 1024

S–L–H–L 6.06 3 1024 3.26 3 1024

S–~L–H!3 7.26 3 1024

S–~L–H!3–L 6.01 3 1024

S–~L–H!5 8.91 3 1024

S–~L–H!10 1.86 3 1023 1.19 3 1023

S–2L 5.75 3 1024

S–2H 3.59 3 1024

S–2L–2H 2.13 3 1024

S–2L–2H–2L 6.53 3 1024 2.45 3 1024

S–2L–2H–2L–2H–2L 5.57 3 1024

S–~2L–2H!5 6.08 3 1024
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model presented above for those samples whose ex-
pected scattering is higher than the sensitivity of the
measurement. Analyzing the graphs, we can con-
clude that the values calculated from the partially
correlated interface model are smaller than the mea-
sured scatter, whereas those obtained from the top-
down correlated interface model are closer to the
measured TS. The first observation can be ex-
plained by underestimation of the PSD function of
the buried interfaces, thus resulting in excessively
small scattering values. In the case of calculations
with the top-down correlated interface model the ef-
fect is the opposite: The PSD functions of the buried
interfaces are surely overestimated, and thus the cal-
culated scattering is larger than the value obtained
by the partially correlated model @except for the coat-
ing ~L–H!3–L on FS where the interference of the
scattering from the different interfaces is destructive
and thus the effect inverted!. We believe that the
etter agreement of the experimental results with
he top-down correlated interfaces hypothesis is a
onsequence of compensating the PSD overestima-
ion of the buried interfaces by damping of the elec-
rical field in the inner layers of the coatings.

This agreement demonstrates that, for multilayer

Fig. 10. Comparison of measured and calculated TS for samples
with expected scattering higher than the sensitivity of the mea-
surement setup.

ed
Calculated TS,
Uncorrelated

Calculated TS,
Top-Down Correlated

4.34 3 1026 3.26 3 1026

5.01 3 1026 1.08 3 1025

7.30 3 1025 1.03 3 1025

7.08 3 1025 4.97 3 1024

3.72 3 1024 2.78 3 1024

1.42 3 1024 7.85 3 1024

3.11 3 1024 2.17 3 1023

7.47 3 1026 6.45 3 1026

1.32 3 1025 2.10 3 1025

8.40 3 1026 1.46 3 1025

1.02 3 1024 1.11 3 1025

2.80 3 1024 1.61 3 1023

nder different correlation assumptions reveals which samples can
TS,
relat
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fluoride coatings, interfacial roughnesses constitute
the main source of scattering losses and that the
scattering can be predicted from microroughness
characterization as long as an appropriate model for
the development of the roughness in the buried in-
terfaces is adopted.

7. Conclusions

In this study manufacturing and systematic charac-
terization of the microroughness and total scattering
~TS! properties of fluoride multilayer coatings for the
deep-UV ~DUV! range ~193 nm! with an ion-beam-
puttering ~IBS! deposition technique has been ac-
omplished. UV-grade fused silica ~FS! and CaF2

~CF! were used as substrates, and MgF2 and LaF3
were used as low- ~L! and high-index ~H! materials,
respectively.

Microroughness characterization was carried out
by highly sensitive AFM measurements at two dif-
ferent scan sizes, and the surface roughness statistics
were described by use of power spectral densities
~PSD’s! as well as the rms roughness effective for
scattering at 193 nm. The scattering characteriza-
tion was performed by means of measuring TS in the
backward direction and comparing the results with
the calculation of the expected scattering. We ac-
complished the calculations by using a convenient
theoretical model and employing the data from mi-
croroughness characterization. Modeling of scatter-
ing included different assumptions on the statistical
correlation between the roughnesses of the coating
interfaces.

Microroughness characterization enabled the ob-
servation of the development of the roughness in
samples with increasing number of consecutive L and
H layers. Examination of the PSD functions proved
that the development of the roughness was in good
agreement with the partially correlated interface
model. AFM measurements also demonstrated that
the lateral size of the columnar structures increased
with increasing total coating thickness. This leads
to the conclusion that the deposition of each new
layer does not cut off the columnar growth. Another
effect observed is the aggregation of columnar struc-
tures into superstructures for coatings with three or
more layers as well as for the coatings with designs
2H and 2L–2H deposited on CF. This effect might
be related to the observed presence of large grains in
the volume of LaF3 films produced by IBS. These
aggregations induce a significant increase in the rms
roughness, since their characteristic size corresponds
to spatial frequencies included in the range of fre-
quencies related to TS at 193 nm.

Comparison of the roughnesses of the samples
studied in this paper with roughnesses of similar
samples ~this is, with the same design and materials

eposited onto substrates of the same refractive in-
ex and surface roughness! with conventional evap-

oration techniques shows that the IBS technique
produces smoother coatings, even in the case of the
formation of aggregations.

Total backscattering measurements revealed that
for the samples with small numbers of layers the
scattering induced by the coating was smaller than
the scattering level of the substrate ~in the case of
amples with FS substrates! or was of the same order

of magnitude as the sensitivity of the measurement
system. However, the measured scattering for the
samples deposited by IBS was always smaller than
the scattering of similar samples obtained with con-
ventional evaporation techniques. It was also
shown that for samples with large numbers of layers
the scattering level of the coating was the main
source of losses. Comparison with conventionally
deposited coatings reveals that IBS tended to lead to
the smallest scatter.

Calculations of the expected scattering from micro-
roughness characterization confirm the conclusions
presented in the preceding paragraph. The calcu-
lated values for samples with small optical thick-
nesses are much smaller than the measured scatter.
This indicates the presence of contributions to the
measured TS in addition to those induced by inter-
face roughness. However, calculations and mea-
surements reveal better agreement for samples with
high numbers of layers. In this case best modeling
is achieved by the top-down correlated interfaces.
This is in contrast to the idea that the partially cor-
related interface model is more adequate for repre-
senting the roughness correlation of the interfaces.
These results also lead to the conclusion that the PSD
functions of the buried interfaces are underestimated
when the partially correlated model is used.
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